CITIUS
Broadband Without Limits
KeenLogic’s Citius is a microwave broadband technology designed to deliver unlimited superior
speed and true redundancy utilizing radio spectrum. Citius specifically caters to the federal
government’s continuity of operations plans by providing reliable, dedicated, secure access to
internal networks, and to the Internet of Things by supplying a continuity of communication
platform that will stand in the face of natural disasters, manmade catastrophes, and acts of terror.
Citius bypasses the reliance on local underground fiber by deploying a dedicated, point to point,
wireless communication lifeline to protect and preserve Government mission critical operations.
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Unlimited Speed Gigabyte Speeds and Beyond!
NIST Compliant Citius security is fully complaint with NIST and FISMA Guidelines
Synchronous
Equal speeds up and down
Ability to Burst
Go beyond your contract speeds without being slowed down
Cost Savings
A superior system with guaranteed savings!
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Guaranteed Speed Citius always delivers the speed contracted for (Not up to, or subject to network traffic)
Proven Reliability Citius has NEVER GONE DOWN for bad weather! Even during Hurricane Sandy!
Customer Service Proactive customer connectivity monitoring 24/7, and local phone/on-site support
True Redundancy Through the air, not underground!
Defense-In-Depth Layered protections, NSA recommended network devices and configurations.
PAST PERFORMANCE
Citius was deployed at FCC HQ in D.C. on a trial basis as a backup
communications platform to support continuity of operations
as well as their internal WiFi networks. The FCC’s CIO Dr. David Bray
took interest in Citius as part of his modernization initiative and asked us
to install a trial to prove its power and capability. We were successful, as
Citius proved its superior speed, security, reliability, and power. On the
commercial side, some of our customers include the National Restaurant
Association, Clark Construction, Blake Real Estate, Uber, Monday
Properties, and Feature Story News.
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